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CLAIM

The ornamental design for a combined baseball stacking puzzle and pieces, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of my new design for a combined baseball stacking puzzle and pieces in its assembled state;
FIG. 2 is a perspective photographic view shown without the cover for a clear disclosure of the stacked puzzle pieces;
FIG. 3 is a top view of FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a bottom view with the base removed to show the underside of the assembled puzzle pieces;
FIG. 5 is a perspective view showing the base and piece elements of the design in a partially assembled state;
FIG. 6 is a top perspective view of the base portion of the design;
FIG. 7 is a bottom view of cover portion of the design;
FIG. 8 is a bottom and side perspective view of the cover portion of the design;
FIG. 9 is a perspective view showing the puzzle piece elements of the design in an unassembled state;
FIG. 10 is a top view showing one of the puzzle piece elements separately for clarity of disclosure; and,
FIG. 11 is a top view showing a pair of the puzzle piece elements in a stacked relationship.
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Hong Kong Toys, Feb. 1996, p. 307; top row: items AT041, AT0448; third row; items AT468, fourth row: item AT469; fifth row: item AT043; sixth row: items AT0455; and bottom row: item AF.0031.*

Hong Kong Toys, Jan. 1998: 1) p. 1005: top row center: football type balls; 2) p. 1649: baseball type balls at top and center of framed area, basketball type ball on upper right of framed area; and tennis type balls toward center of framed area; 3) pa.*

Austad’s Golf Catalog, (undated): 1) logo balls inside cabinet shown in advertisement on back of order form; 2) p. 40: center golf ball with football motif at bottom of page.*
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